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StratusLab Proposal
Enhancing Grid Infrastructures with Virtualization 

and Cloud Technologies

CERN, April 8th, 2010

.org.org

Marc-Elian Bégin, SixSq

Good... My…The rest of people representing the proposal are: The StratusLab initiative was started in November 2008 to explore the integration of cloud technologies and services, especially virtualization, into existing Grid Infrastructures. This exploratory work has been used to prepare this proposal addressing real needs in existing Grid infrastructures. The StratusLab Consortium is formed by  - UCM coordinating NA1 on Project Management- CNRS coordinating NA2 on Interaction with Targeted Communities- TCD coordinating NA3 on Dissemination- SIXSQ coordinating SA1 on Software Integration and Distribution- GRNET coordinating SA2 on Infrastructure Operations- Telefónica I+D coordinating JRA1: Innovative Cloud-like Management of Grid Services and ResourcesWe have one slide to briefly give an overview of the project and then we will address your questions.
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Project Overview

Vision

• Grid and cloud embody complementary computing models that will coexist and 
cooperate in existing and future e-infrastructures

Aim

• Incorporate cloud/virtualization innovation into existing Grid infrastructures to:

• Simplify and optimize its use and operation, providing a more flexible, dynamic
computing environment for scientists.

• Enhance existing computing infrastructures with “IaaS” cloud paradigms

Evolutionary Approach

• Complement existing middleware services, being fully transparent to upper layers

• Existing Grid middleware would continue to provide the glue to federate the 
distributed resources and the services for high-level job and data management 

• Address the emerging IaaS cloud-like usage patterns

Service Centred Project driven to support production infrastructures 

• Integration, distribution, testing and maintenance the StratusLab Toolkit

StratusLab: Enhancing Grid Infrastructures with Virtualization and Cloud Technologies

While grid is about federation of resources and fostering collaboration, cloud is about flexibility, customization and on-demand provisioning of virtualized resources. 
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Project’s Vision over a Medium to Long-Term Timeframe

StratusLab

Grid Services

StratusLab

Cloud API

Community
Services

Community
Services

Novel Services
E.g. Hadoop,

PaaS, Web 2.0

User Communities

Y0: Grid and community services 
running directly on RC hardware.

Y1: Grid services running on private 
clouds. Scaling out to commercial 
providers possible.

Y2: Cloud API provided.  Virtualized 
machines available to end users.

Y3: Community services run on 
standard resources via StratusLab 
cloud API.

Y4: Additional community services 
and novel services are built on top of 
cloud API.

Two year with two phasesShort Y1: In the first phase we will separate the execution of these services from the underlying hardware by adding a new virtualization layer, we separate service from resource provision, the StratusLab Toolkit. This will be fully transparent to upper layers while will optimize and simplify site operation and maximize the utility of grid resourcesMedium Y2: In the second phase the new virtualization layer would allow to expose IaaS cloud interfaces to address this emerging resource provision paradigm, new user access patterns, always using the same hardware and virtualization solution, and also supporting the on-demand access to public cloudsLong Y4: Grid of Clouds…We started one year ago and planning to continue collaborating after project termination, in the context of an open sourec community that may be created to guarantee the sustainability of the toolkitThis is how we envision the merging of both worlds, resource providers may transform into private clouds to execute an elastic and flexible virtualized Grid site instance, and also to offer a new IaaS resource delivery model. These private clouds may grow by using resources from public clouds :Different angles:Grid User Communities: Fully transparent, with an extra new feature, they could specify the type of VM to be used in the execution of the jobsGrid Middleware Providers: In principle, fully transparent, direct interaction may open up opportunities for more efficient interaction between grid services and StratusLabCloud Middleware Providers: Provide basic building blocks to integrate the toolkitCloud Users: Cloud users will be a new user community for existing Grid infrastructuresResource Providers: They will have a more flexible way to manage resources, addressing demands from new communities, and having access to public clouds according to resource center policiesPublic clouds: This represents a new category of application and customerWe envision that cloud computing will help both to overcome many of the barriers to grid adoption and to enhance the management, functionality, suitability, energy efficiency and utilization of production grid infrastructures. 
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StratusLab Users and Means of Interaction

Scientists End-users that take advantage of 
existing machine images to run 
their scientific analyses.

Tutorials and presentations at 
EGI-related events.  Use of cloud 
API in Y2.  Direct contact and 
support through NA2.

Software
Scientists & 
Engineers

Scientists and engineers that write 
and maintain core scientific 
community software and 
associated machine images.

Intensive contact through NA2 via 
Virtual Research Communities 
(VRCs) in EGI.

Community
Service
Administrators

Scientists and engineers that are 
responsible for running 
community-specific data 
management and analysis 
services. 

Communicate through both VRCs 
(NA2) and via system 
administrators (SA2).  Intensive 
contact especially for cloud 
deployment of community-specific 
services.

System 
Administrators

Engineers or technicians that are 
responsible for running grid and 
non-grid services in a particular 
resource center.

Contact via system administrators 
involved in project (SA2) and 
targeted through Quattor and 
Operations workshops (NA2).

Hardware
Technicians

Technicians that are responsible 
for maintaining the hardware and 
infrastructure at a resource center.

Primarily indirect contact through 
network of system administrators 
in contact with project.
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Activities and interactions

Incremental integration strategy 
with a first internal release in M3 to 

react to changes and feedback

NA2: Interaction with Users and 
Related Communities 

NA3: Dissemination

SA1: Integration, Distribution 
and Support of Open-Source 
Cloud Distribution 

NA1: Management

SA2: Operation of 
Production Grid Site 
Running StratusLab

JRA1: Innovative cloud-like 
Management of Grid Services and 
Resources

It is not a waterfall model even at a high levelTwo one-year iterationsThe design/implementation/testing/maintenance sequence is used to drive the research activities, but the rest of activities collaborate to provide a continuous feedback process
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Extensibility and Interoperability

The Role of Public Clouds in our Vision

Grow a Resource Provider on-demand to meet a peak demand and so to enable 
highly scalable computing environments

Grid Services

StratusLab

Public Clouds

StratusLab

Cloud API

JRA1 for development and testing of new componentsSA1 for the integration of the toolkitSA2 for testing the toolkit
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www.StratusLab.org

Enhancing Grid Infrastructures with Cloud

Thank you for your attention

The StratusLab initiative was started in November 2008 to explore the integration of cloud technologies and services, especially virtualization, into existing Grid Infrastructures. Grid and cloud embody complementary computing models that will coexist and cooperate in existing and future e-infrastructures. While grid is about federation of resources and fostering collaboration, cloud is about flexibility, customization and on-demand provisioning of virtualized resources. We envision that cloud computing will help both to overcome many of the barriers to grid adoption and to enhance the management, functionality, suitability, energy efficiency and utilization of production grid infrastructures. 


